POWER TO THE PEOPLE:
POWER PLATFORM DEMOCRATIZES APP
DEVELOPMENT, AUTOMATION & ANALYSIS

Microsoft’s Power Platform – PowerApps, Power Automate and Power BI – is transforming the digital landscape
by enabling end users to perform previously costly and time-consuming technical functions without technical
expertise. Now, businesses can create custom apps, automate manual workflows, and analyze data without having
to face a lengthy wait behind a backlog of other IT projects and requests.
CCG is a Microsoft Gold Partner that can work with your team and it’s data to evolve the solutions to meet the
needs of your business. We leverage a quick time deployment and production model to develop a tailor-made
environment to support consistent self-service reporting and analytics throughout the organization.

POWER BI
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Power BI is a business analytics tool which allows you
to easily connect to multiple data sources, create visuals
and gain business intelligence quickly. Overcome
common challenges such as IT bottlenecks, a lack
of access to data, and long wait times for mission
critical insights. Power BI empowers end users with
a short development cycle, versatile source system
connectors, an intuitive drag and drop interface, multiple
visualization options, and easy collaboration with
workspaces.

POWER AUTOMATE
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Power Automate (previously known as Microsoft
Flow) allows you to create automated workflows
between your Microsoft services or other third-party
applications to save time, reduce human error and
streamline processes. Leverage prebuilt connectors,
common workflow templates, and set up triggers,
alerts, emails and more to automate simple or
repetitive tasks. No coding required.

74%

Cut development costs
from leveraging Power BI.
-Forrester

271%

average ROI by leveraging
PowerApps.
-Forrester

POWER APPS
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PowerApps offers a low-code approach to custom app development, allowing non-technical users to
quickly create apps with a user-friendly “point-and-click” approach. Now “citizen developers” can build
apps right out of the box that perform budget tracking, help desk management, meeting capture and
much more. PowerApps frees up your IT teams and allows you to easily integrate with data from your
existing systems such as Dynamics 365, Office 365 and Synapse.
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THE POWER PLATFORM IN ACTION

KEY USE CASES
Leverage CCG’s Power Platform Consultants to:
- Build a strategic plan and roadmap to transtion
legacy reporting systems

- Identify process bottlenecks and reduce time spent
on repetitive operational or administrative work

- Address disparate data and consolidate enterprise
reporting

- Model, shape, and visualize data from multiple
sources

- Successfully migrate reports from platforms like
Tableau, MicroStrategy, and Spotfire to Power BI

- Consult on best-practice data workflows using
Power Automate

- Ensure proper BI governance around data collection, - Train developers, consumers, and executives based
on their needs, use cases, and experience
storage, management, and integration
- Seamlessly analyze and visualize data from Power
Apps and Power Automate

PARTNERING WITH CCG TO DRIVE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
CCG is dedicated to empowering enterprises with innovative data management, industry-specific analytics
solutions, and high-touch cloud services.Our data strategists specialize in every aspect of the data ecosystem,
from platform modernization and cloud management to data science and artificial intelligence (Ai).
CCG’s experts have experience in a breadth of Microsoft tools and technologies and specialize in Microsoft
Azure and Power BI implementations. We’re proud to have earned the following Microsoft Certifications: Gold
Data Analytics, Gold Cloud Platform, Gold Application Development and Silver Security. Contact us to learn
more about how the Power Platform can empower your business.
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